An important application of genomic selection in plant breeding is the prediction of 17 untested single crosses (SCs). Most investigations on the prediction efficiency were based on tested 18 SCs, using cross-validation. The main objective was to assess the prediction efficiency by 19 correlating the predicted and true genotypic values of untested SCs (accuracy) and measuring the 20 efficacy of identification of the best 300 untested SCs (coincidence), using simulated data. We 21 assumed 10,000 SNPs, 400 QTLs, two groups of 70 selected DH lines, and 4,900 SCs. The 22 heritabilities for the assessed SCs were 30, 60 and 100%. The scenarios included three sampling 23 processes of DH lines, two sampling processes of SCs for testing, two SNP densities, DH lines from 24 distinct and same populations, DH lines from populations with lower LD, two genetic models, three 25 statistical models, and three statistical approaches. We derived a model for genomic prediction 26 based on SNP average effects of substitution and dominance deviations. The prediction accuracy is 27 not affected by the linkage phase. The prediction of untested SCs is very efficient. The accuracies 28 and coincidences ranged from approximately 0.8 and 0.5, respectively, under low heritability, to 0.9 29 and 0.7, assuming high heritability. Additionally, we highlighted the relevance of the overall LD 30 and evidenced that efficient prediction of untested SCs can be achieved for crops that show no 31 heterotic pattern, for reduced training set size (10%), for SNP density of 1 cM, and for distinct 32 sampling processes of DH lines, based on random choice of the SCs for testing. 33 Genomic selection is very commonly used in animal breeding programs, especially for dairy 35 cattle (Van Eenennaam et al. 2014). The same cannot yet be said to the same degree concerning 36 crop breeding. The main reasons for the effective application of genomic selection in livestock 37 breeding are: it is efficient, that is, the process has high prediction accuracy, the cost of phenotyping 38 (mainly progeny test) is higher than the cost of genotyping, and the process significantly shortens 39 the selection cycle (Meuwissen et al. 2013). In spite of the many field-and simulation-based studies 40 with genomic selection in plant breeding, in general the cost of phenotyping is often still much 41 lower than the cost of genotyping, restricting its application in breeding programs. Jonas and de 42 Koning (2013) consider that genomic selection has the potential to improve existing plant breeding 43 schemes. However, based also on the high diversity and complexity of plant breeding methods, they 44 stated that there are great obstacles to overcome.
. It is 115 important to highlight the fact that we are not assuming that the QTL and the SNP are linked and in 116 LD in the population or heterotic group, because this is not a necessary condition for genomic 117 prediction. But we are assuming that they are in LD in the group of DH or inbred lines. 118 Furthermore, because of selection, genetic drift, and inbreeding (only for inbreds and linked QTLs 119 and SNPs), the gene and genotypic frequencies and the LD values concerning the selected DH or 120 inbred lines cannot be traced to the values in the population or heterotic group. 122 The average genotypic value for a group of selected DH or inbred lines is
121

SNP genotypic values of DH or inbred lines
, where b m is the mean of the genotypic values of the homozygotes and 124 b a is the deviation between the genotypic value of the homozygote of higher expression and b m . 125 Thus, the average SNP genotypic values for the DH or inbred lines CC and cc are
is the average effect of a SNP substitution in the group of DH 129 or inbred lines and A is the SNP additive value for a DH or inbred line. Notice that E(A) = 0. . Thus, in general, the average effect of a SNP substitution (and the SNP additive 133 value) is proportional to the LD measure and to the a deviation for each QTL that is in LD with the 134 marker. 136 Aiming to maximize the heterosis, maize breeders commonly assess single crosses originating 137 from selected DH or inbred lines from distinct heterotic groups. Consider n 1 DH or inbred lines 138 from a population or heterotic group and n 2 DH or inbred lines from a distinct population or 139 heterotic group. The average genotypic value for the single crosses derived by crossing the DH or 140 inbred lines from group 1 with the DH or inbred lines from group 2 is
135
SNP genotypic values of single crosses
d is the dominance deviation (the deviation between the genotypic value of the 143 heterozygote and b m ).
144
The average genotypic values for the single crosses derived from DH or inbred lines CC and 145 cc of the group 1 are 
Notice that E(GCA) = 0 also. The average genotypic values for the single crosses concerning 159 the SNP locus are 2  xCC  1  cc  SCA  2  CC  GCA  1  cc  GCA  H  M   b  d  2  bc  1  bc  2  c1  c  p  2  2  SNP  2  c1  SNP  1  c  p  H  M  2  xCC  1 
is the average effect of a SNP substitution in the hybrid
is the SNP dominance deviation. Notice that the SNP GCA effects 
Accuracy of single cross genomic prediction 201
Assuming a QTL and a SNP in LD in the two groups of DH or inbred lines, the predictor of 202 the single cross QTL genotypic value is the single cross SNP genotypic value (because they are 203 proportional). Thus, the covariance between the predictor and the genotypic value is 2  xBB  1  BB  SCA  2  BB  GCA  1  BB  GCA  H  M  2  xcc  1  CC  SCA  2  cc  GCA  1  CC  GCA  H  M  2  20  f  1  22  f   2  xBB  1  BB  SCA  2  BB  GCA  1  BB  GCA  H  M  2  xCC  1  CC  SCA  2  CC  GCA  1  CC  GCA  H  M  2  22  f  1  22 
where the GCA and SCA effects for the QTL are
are the GCA and SCA variances for the SNP locus, and 2 G  is the SNP 210 genotypic variance. The GCA and SCA variances for the QTL are
. Thus, the single cross prediction accuracy is
Assuming s SNPs,
where 2 G  is the variance of the predicted single cross genotypic values and 2 G  is the single cross 217 genotypic variance. Further,
where k' is the number of QTLs in LD with the SNP 219 r in group 1, and 
The statistical model for single cross genomic prediction 230 Assume n 1 and n 2 (several tens) DH or inbred lines from two populations or heterotic groups 231 genotyped for s (thousands) SNPs and the experimental assessment of h (few hundred) single-232 crosses (h much lower than n 1 .n 2 ) in e (several) The SNP and QTL genotypic data for DH lines, the QTL genotypic data of single crosses, and 262 the phenotypic data for DH lines and single crosses were simulated using the software variance was computed from the broad sense heritability. To avoid outliers, we defined the 285 maximum and minimum phenotypic values as 160 and 10 g/plant and 65 and 5 mL/g.
286
The heritabilities for the assessed single crosses were 30, 60, and 100%. Thus, the genotypic 287 value prediction accuracies of the assessed single crosses were 0.55, 0.77, and 1.00, respectively.
288
For each scenario were processed 50 resamplings of 30 and 10% of the single crosses (1,470 and 289 490 assessed single crosses). That is, we predicted 70 and 90% of the single crosses (3,430 and 290 4,410 non-assessed single crosses). Additionally, to assess the relevance of the number of DH lines 291 sampled, we fixed the number of DH lines to achieve the same number of assessed single crosses, 292 using a diallel. That is, we sampled 50 times 38 and 22 DH lines in each group for a diallel 293 (scenario 4), generating 1,444 and 484 single crosses for assessment, respectively. We denote these 294 processes as sampling of single crosses (scenarios 1 to 3) and sampling of DH lines (scenario 4).
295
Other additional scenarios were: genomic prediction of single crosses from selected DH lines from another REALbreeding tool (Incidence matrix) to generate the incidence matrices for the three models and for the two DH lines sampling processes. To assess the relevance of the SCA effects 305 prediction on genomic prediction of single cross performance, we also fitted the additive model 306 (including only the GCA effects). For comparison purpose, we also processed single cross derived from selected DH lines obtained from the base populations with lower LD (ranging from 405 0.55 to 0.76, proportional to the heritability) and from selected DH lines of the same population 406 (ranging from 0.61 to 0.76, also proportional to the heritability). Sampling single crosses for 407 assessment also provided higher coincidence index compared to sampling DH lines for a diallel (39 408 to 98% higher, proportional to the heritability). Decreasing the SNP density and the training set size 409 decreased the coincidence index from 5 to 10% (proportional to the heritability) and from 17 to (Table 1) . However, as the parametric coincidence of assessed single crosses approaches 1.0, the 419 coincidence values of the non-assessed single crosses approach approximately 0.60 to 0.74 (up to 420 26 to 40% lower), depending on the DH line sampling process.
421
DISCUSSION
422
Twenty-three years ago, Bernardo (1994) first suggested to use BLUP for predicting untested 423 maize single cross performance. Based on the prediction accuracies obtained by Bernardo (1994 Bernardo ( , 424 1995 Bernardo ( , 1996a Bernardo ( , 1996b Bernardo ( , 1996c , for grain yield and other traits (distinct genetic controls), a breeder 425 should realize that the performance of untested single crosses can be effectively predicted using 426 relationship information from molecular or pedigree data, unbalanced and large data set, and What should be additionally proved to make prediction of untested single crosses as successful as 432 the Jenkins' (1934) method for predicting double crosses performance was? We believe that this 433 paper offers a significant contribution.
434
Our assessment on efficiency of prediction of untested single cross performance keeps some 435 similarities with few earlier studies but sharp differences for most previous investigations. This crosses and not on a cross-validation procedure involving assessed single crosses. This does not 441 mean that we consider simulated data better than field data or have any criticism on the cross-442 validation procedure. We know that simulated data, because the assumptions, cannot integrally 443 describe the complexity of populations and genetic determination of traits (Daetwyler et al. 2013) .
444
To highlight the relevance of (overall) LD, our study is based on scenarios not favorable to 445 prediction of untested single cross performance: very low level of relationship between the DH 446 lines, low and intermediate heritabilities for the assessed single crosses, and not higher heterotic 447 pattern. In the studies of Massman et al. (2013) and Bernardo (1994 Bernardo ( , 1995 Bernardo ( , 1996a The DH lines sampling process, the heterotic pattern, and the statistical approach should not 531 be worries for breeders. However, under high heritability notice that sampling more than one DH 532 line per S 0 or S 3 plant provided the higher coincidence values and high prediction accuracy in our 533 study. For rice, wheat, and barley breeders our message is: high prediction accuracy and high 534 efficiency of identification of superior non-assessed single crosses does not depend on heterotic 535 groups but on the (overall) LD in the group or in each group of DH or inbred lines. In other words, 536 the efficiency of prediction of non-assessed single crosses derived from DH or inbred lines from the 537 same population can be as high as the efficiency of prediction of untested single crosses derived 538 from DH or inbred lines from distinct heterotic groups. This is not confirmed comparing the relative 539 prediction accuracies for grain yield of maize untested single crosses (from approximately 0.50 to 540 0.95, for most studies) with those obtained with rice, wheat, and barley untested hybrids (0.50 to 541 0.60, approximately) (Philipp et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2013b ). However, the lower 542 relative prediction accuracies for untested rice, wheat, and barley hybrids should be due to 543 prediction of two-and three-way crosses. Regarding the statistical approach, our model did not 544 provide an increase in the efficiency of non-assessed single cross prediction, compared to the 545 models proposed by Massman et al. (2013) and Technow et al. (2012) . It is important to highlight 546 that our results showed that these two models are really identical (data no shown). Thus, because 547 the simplified definition of the incidence matrices for these two previous models, it is quite safe to 548 use any of them. Finally, the choice between the statistical approaches RR-BLUP (prediction of assessed single crosses based on additive and dominance matrices from pedigree records) is not a serious worry for breeders too. Our evidence is that there is no significant difference between RR-554 BLUP and GBLUP regarding prediction accuracy and efficiency of identification of the best 555 untested single crosses. Further, even when the level of relatedness between the DH or inbred lines 556 in each group is low, in general pedigree-based BLUP is as efficient as genomic prediction, 0.7779 ± 0.0157 0.8458 ± 0.0069 0.8820 ± 0.0024 1-5/S 0 AD 0.8019 ± 0.0155 0.8656 ± 0.0050 0.9055 ± 0.0020 1-5/S 3 AD 0.7589 ± 0.0143 0.8424 ± 0.0058 0.9165 ± 0.0027 a density of 1 cM; b training set of 490 single crosses (10%); c after 10 generations of random crosses; d single crosses from DH lines of the same population; e and Technow et al.. Table 2 Average coincidence of the best 300 predicted single crosses and its standard deviation, 677 assuming single crosses from selected DH lines, 30 and 10% of assessed single crosses, two traits 678 (grain yield -GY, g/plant, and expansion volume -EV, mL/g), two sampling processes of single 679 crosses, four statistical models, three DH lines sampling processes, two genetic models, and three 680 parametric coincidence of assessed single crosses 0.4396 ± 0.0346 0.5449 ± 0.0176 0.5976 ± 0.0172 1-5/S 0 AD 0.5686 ± 0.0273 0.6369 ± 0.0221 0.6842 ± 0.0140 A 0.5640 ± 0.0283 0.6299 ± 0.0221 0.6816 ± 0.0152 1-5/S 3 AD 0.5129 ± 0.0235 0.6044 ± 0.0200 0.7363 ± 0.0183 A 0.5063 ± 0.0225 0.5993 ± 0.0193 0.7305 ± 0.0190 1-5/S 3 AD a 0.4881 ± 0.0278 0.5691 ± 0.0229 0.6620 ± 0.0215 1-5/S 3 AD b 0.3805 ± 0.0511 0.4797 ± 0.0354 0.6087 ± 0.0233 1/S 0 AD c 0.5528 ± 0.0298 0.6489 ± 0.0203 0.7571 ± 0.0162 1-5/S 3 AD d 0.6116 ± 0.0214 0.7156 ± 0.0150 0.7581 ± 0.0166 Massman et. al. e 1/S 0 AD 0.4670 ± 0.0346 0.5663 ± 0.0174 0.6157 ± 0.0157 1-5/S 0 AD 0.5651 ± 0.0310 0.6431 ± 0.0164 0.6955 ± 0.0144 1-5/S 3 AD 0.5279 ± 0.0291 0.6139 ± 0.0204 0.7423 ± 0.0172 GBLUP 1/S 0 AD 0.4622 ± 0.0308 0.5660 ± 0.0190 0.6092 ± 0.0163 1-5/S 0 AD 0.5650 ± 0.0280 0.6384 ± 0.0204 0.6849 ± 0.0137 1-5/S 3 AD 0.5010 ± 0.0245 0.5937 ± 0.0216 0.7294 ± 0.0168 BLUP 1/S 0 AD 0.4641 ± 0.0331 0.5709 ± 0.0176 0.6081 ± 0.0127 1-5/S 0 AD 0.5531 ± 0.0323 0.6272 ± 0.0194 0.6699 ± 0. 
